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NOTE
The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this publication do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the ·Seeretariat of the World
Meteorological Organization concerning the legal status of any_ country or territory or of its
authorities, or concerning the delim,itation of its frontiers.

THE WMO
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of lhe United
Nations of which 125 States and Territories are Members.

It was created:
to facilitate international co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations and
centres to provide meteorological services and observations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems fOT the rapid exchange of
meteorological information~
to promote standardization of meteorological observations and ensure the ulliform
publication of ohservations and statistics,
to fm'ther the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activities,
to encourage research and training in meteorology.
The machinery of the Organization consists of the following bodies.
The World l'vleteorological Congress~ the supreme body of the Organization. brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations Telating
to international meteorological pTactice and to determine the W:r\'IO programme.
The Executi've Committee is composed of 21 directors of national meteorological scrvices
and meets at least once a ycar to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its Members in Congress, to study and make l'Ccommendations on
matters affecting international met~orology and the operation of meteorological services.
The six Regional Associations (Airiea, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South-West Pacific and Europe), which arc composed of Member Governments, co-ordinate
meteorological activity within their Tespective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions referred to them.
The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by Members arc
responsible for studying the ~pecial technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteorology. Technical
Commissions have heen established fOT synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, aer-ology, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural meteorology,
hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretariat. located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an int~rnational scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Secretary-General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and other technical
co-operation projects in meteorology throughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and -reports and in general acts as the link between the meteorological sCI"vices of the
world. The Secretariat works in close collaboration -with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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FOREWORD
At the first session of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology of the
World Meteorological Organization, which was held simultaneously with the fourth session of the Meteorology Division of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(Montreal, 1954), a recommendation was passed requesting W~D to compile a monograph
summarizing present-day knowledge of mountain waves as an aid to meteorologists in
providing improved service with regard to these phenomena.
The fifth session of the Executive Committee of WMO approved
tion (Res. 16 (EC-V)) and referred it to :

this recommenda-

(a)

The Secretary-General of WMO for the urgent preparation of a Technical Note on
mountain waves;

(b)

The President of the WMO Commission for Aerology for consideration of the preparation of a monograph.

The present Technical Note is issued in compliance with part (a) of the directive of the Executive Committee. It is the work of Dr. M.A. Alaka of the WMO Secretariat.

In this Technical Note the main emphasis is laid on the aviation aspects of
mountain waves. Theoretical results are analyzed only to the extent that they are
operationally useful to the forecaster or the pilot in minimizing the discomfort and
hazards of flying over mountainous terrain.
The preparation of the Tec~~ical Note was greatly facilitated by Meteorological Report No. 18 "Airflow over Mountains", by G.A. Corby, which the Director General
of the British Meteorological Office kindly made available in manuscript form.
Mr. Corby has also taken a personal interest in the Technical Note and has 'made
several useful suggestions which have been accepted e This valuable assistance is acknowledged with appreciation.
The encouragement of

and of Dr. R.C. Sutcliffe,
acknowledged.

Professor J. Van Mieghem, the former President of CAe,
the present President of that Commission, is gratefully

By way of information, it may be mentioned that in compliance with part (b) of
the above directive of the Executive Committee, the former President of the Commission for Aerology, Professor J. Van Mieghem, established a working group under the
chairmanship of Professor P. Queney (France) to prepare a monograph on mountain waves.
This working group reported to the second session of CAe (Paris,1957) on its progress
and was re-established by Resolution 9 (CAe-II) to complete its task. The monograph
will consist of a comprehensive review of observational and theoretical studies of
mountain waves and will include a collection of forecasting rules applicable to various meteorological situations and to different types of topographyo It will represent a full account of our present-day knowledge of the various aspects of the phenamena..

..
(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General

ASPECTS DES aNDES DE RELIEF INTERESSANT L'AVIATION
Resume

Les recherches de ces dernieres annees ont revele l'importance pour
l'aviation des ondes stationnaires qui se forment, dans certaines conditions,
sous Ie vent des barrieres montagneuses.
Une preuve visible de l'existence de ces ondes est fournie par les
nuages orographiques, tels que les nuages en forme de capuchon, les nuages de
"tourbillon d'aval" et les nuages lenticulaires, qui sont souvent disposes en
bandes paralleles aux chatnes de montagnes. Les plus eleves de ces nuages
lenticulaires sont les nuages nacres, brillamment irises, qui, on Ie sai t, se
forment a des altitudes depassant 20 km, et qui donnent une indication de la
grande epaisseur de l'atmosphere dans laquelle ~ mouvement de l'air peut ~tre
perturbe au cours de son passage au-dessus des montagnes. Les ondes de relief
sont importantes pour l'aviation a cause des courants verticaux, souvent violents, qui sont associes aces ondes, de la forte turbulence qu'elles provoquent quelquefois, parce qu'elles augmentent la probabilite et l'intensite du
givrage et en fin de compte a cause de leurs effets defavorables sur la precision de la navigation aerienne.
II ressort des donnees d'observation que deux conditions essentielles
doivent ~tre remplies pour que des ondes stationnaires puissent se former :
stabilite marquee dans la couche inferieure (n'atteignant pas necessairement
Ie sol), associee a une stabilite relativement faible au-dessus, et vent dont
la direction ne doit pas faire un angle de plus de 30° avec la normale a la
chatne de montagnes, ni varier considerablement en fonction de l'altitude et
dont la vitesse doit augmenter ou, du moins, demeurer constante avec llaltitude jusqu1au niveau de la tropopause. Une valeur minim~ de la vitesse du
vent au niveau du sommet, qui depend de ll~portance de la chatne de montagnes, semble egalement ~tre une condition necessaire pour la formation de
grande amplitude.
Ces indicat~ons fournies par llobserv~ sont confirmees par des
etudes theoriques qui permettent de determiner quantitativement les conditions propres a la formation d'ondes. Ces etudes apportent quelques eclaircissements sur la structure des ondes et sur les effets des inversions et
des couches inferieures adiabatiques.
Pour appliquer a la prevision aeronautique les resultats obtenus par
llobservation et par l'etude theorique, on tient compte de facteurs tels que
l'echelle du terrain, la topographie irreguliere, la presence de jet streams,
les conditions changeantes de la situation synoptique ainsi que des variations diurnes et saisonnieres.
La Note technique se termine par une serie de regles de vol etablies
l'intention des pilotes survolant une region ou la formation d'ondes est
craindre.

a
a

ABMAUWOHHb~

ACITEKTbI

KpaTRoe

OPOrPAwM~ECID1X

BOnH

fl3nO~eHfle

Mccn~~OBaHflH

nOCneAHTIX neT BCRpbillH oonbilloe 3Ha~eHHe AnH
BonH, ROTopHe 00pa3yroTCH rrpH onarorrpHHTHbIT YCnOBHHX Ha rrOABeTpeHHom CTopOHe ropHoro oapbepa.
BHAHMaH HBHOCTh 3THX BonH BHpaJKaeTCH oporpaC:1m~eCRHMH OOnaRaMH, Ta:f{;jilMH RaE
RarnOJllOHOOOpa3HbIE, B BHAe BanOB H.JD!l ~e~eBH:qeoopa3Hble, ROTopble
~aCTO pacrrOnaraIDTCH rrOnOCaMH rrapannenhHO ropHbW rpeOHHM.
CaMbWll
BHCORHMll !'13 3THX ~e~eBH:qeoopa3HbIX OOnaHOB HBnJllOTCH OneCTHlI(e rrepen!'IBaIDlI(HeCH rrepna.JvlyTpoBHe oonaRa, ROTopble HaOJIfOAaIDTCH Ha BHCOTax
CBbme 30 h~ H ROTopHe AaIDT rrpeACTaBneHHe oecRoHe~Ho~ rnyoHHbI aTMOCWepH, B ROTOPOW B03AyrnHbrn rrOTOR HepeARo HapyrnaeTcH, rrpoxoAH B
ropax.
aBfla~HH CTOH~X

OporpaWH~ecRHe BonHH HMeIDT 3Ha~eHHe AnH aBHa~llW, nOToMy ~TO
conyTcTByilllI(He BepTHRanbHHe rrOTORll, ~aCTO cHnhHble, HHorAa rrpOll3BOAHT orpoMHyro TypoyneHTHocTb, BepoHTHoCTb H CypOBOCTb ycnoBHw 00neAeHeHHH H HaROHe~ BBHAY llX HeonaronpHHTHoro 3wweRTa Ha TO~HOCTb
caMoneTOBo~eHllH.

HaOJIKlAeHMH rrORa3bIBaIDT, ~TO ABYMH HaHOOnee B~HbWJI[ ycnOBHHMJi!
AnH HanH~H CTOH~HX BonR HBnHIDTcH pacrrono~eHhble Hll:lEe cnoJZl (He
00H3aTenbHO AOCTHraIDlI(lle 3eMnH) HpRO BHp~eHHOW YCTOW~BOCTH co
CpaBHJZlTenbHO ManOll YCTOll~JI[BOCTbIO Ha BbICOTe, a TaIDEe BeTep, Ayro0
lI(llm rroA yrnoM ORono 30 rro OTHomeHHID R rpeoHID rrpil HarrpaBneHilH
BeTpa, OAHHaROBOM no BHcoTe, JZl npTI CROpOCTTI BeTpa, YCHnJZlBaIDlI(emCH
Hnll rrocToHHHOll BnnOTh AO Tporrorray3bl.
MHHHManbHoe 3Ha~eHHe CROPOCT!'1 BeTpa Ha ypOBHe Bep=HbI, KOTopaH 3aBllCilT OT BenH~HHbI rpeo~
HH, TaIDEe HeooxOAHMO AnH BonH oonb=X aMrrnHTYA.
3Tll HaomDAeHHH rrOATBep~aIDTCH TeopeTH~eCRHMil HccneAOBaHHHMH,
ROTopble rr03BOnJllOT RO.JD!l~eCTBeHHoe orrpeAeneRlle yCllOBHll, HeOOXOAHMbIT
AnH 00pa30BaHHH BonHbI.
M3~eHile TillOEe rrpO.JD!lBaeT HeROTopbrn CBeT
Ha CTPYKTypy BonH H Ha 3WWeRT HHBepCMll M HM:lEe pacnonO~eHHbIT aAHaoaTH~eCRHX cnoeB.
Mcrronb3yH TeopeTH~eCRHe H 3KcrrepHMeHTanbHble AaHHble B rrporH03ax AnH aBHa~H, rrpHHJI!lvlaIDTCH BO BHHMaHHe TaHHe WaRTOpbl, KaR
penbew MeCTHOCTH, HeperynHpHocTb ero pacrrOnO:lEeHilH, HanH~lle cTpyilHbIT Te~eHllW, MeHHIDlI(lle CllHorrTH~eCRHe ycnoBHH, a T~e CYTO~Hble II
ce30HHble ll3MeHeHllH.
TeXHH~eCRaH 3aMeTKa 3aHaH~llBaeTCH COOpHHROM rrpaBHn rroneTa, COCTaBneHHbW B rrOMOlI(b rrHnOTaM, RorAa OHll neTHT B pamoHe,
rAe BonHOBHe ycnoBllH npe~rrOnaraIDTcH.

LAS ONDAS DE RELIEVE - ASPECTOS DE INTERES PARA LA AVIACION

Resumen

Las investigaciones llevadas a cabo en estos dltimos anos han puesto de
manifiesto la importancia que tienen para la aviacion las ondas estacionarias
que se forman, en condiciones favorables, del "lado del viento" de las cadenas
montafiosas. Una manifestacion notable de la existencia de tales ondas la constituyen las nubes orogr~ficas tales como las lenticulares, las turbillonar~as
y las "sombrero" 0 "gorro". Las nubes mas altas de las lenticulares son las
brillantemente iridiscentes nacaradas (madreperlas) que, como es sabido, alcanzan alturas de mas de 20 km y que dan una idea del espesor de la atmosfera hasta donde alcanza en ciertos casos la perturbacion que experimentan las corrientes de aire al atravesar las montanas.
Las ondas de relieve.tienen importancia para la aviacion a causa de las
corrientes verticales que originan, con frecuencia muy fuertes, la turbulencia
intensa que a veces se produce, la mayor probabilidad e intensidad de engelamiento y, en una palabra, por sus efectos perturbadores de la precision de la
navegaci6n aerea.
Los resultados de la observacion indican que las dos condiciones mas import antes que se requieren para la formacion de ondas de relieve son la existencia de un estrato inferior (que no necesita llegar hasta el suelo) en el que
reine una gran estabilidad en presencia de un estrato superior en el que la estabilidad sea pequena, y de un vi ento cuya direccion forme un angulo de 30°
con la normal a la linea de cresta de la montana, con poca variacion de direccion con la altura, y una velocidad que aumente con la altura 0 por 10 menos
que se conserve constante hasta el nivel de la tropopausa. Para que las ondas
sean de gran amplitud, tambien se requiere que la veiocidad del viento al nivel
de la cresta no sea inferior a un cierto valor.
Estos resultados de la observacion han sido confirmados mediante estudios teoricos que permiten una evaluacion cuantitativa de las condiciones mas
propicias para la formacion de ondas. Esos estudios han servido tambien para
aclarar ciertos aspectos relacionados con la estructura de las ondas y sobre
la influencia de las inversiones y de las capas inferiores con gradiente adiabatico.
En la aplicacion de los resultados teoricos y de observacion a la prevision para la aviacion, se tienen en consideracion factores tales como las caracterfsticas orograficas y topograficas, la presencia de corrientes de chorro,
los cambios en la situacion syn6ptlca aSl como las variaciones diurnas y estacionales.

La Nota Tecnica termina con una serie de consejos para el vuelo, los cuales se incluyen para que se sirvan de ellos los pilotos que deban sobrevolar
zonas en las cuales se puedan producir las condiciones conducentes a la formacion de ondas de rell eve.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, numerous aircraft accidents have occurred over mountains,
for which there was at the time no satisfactory explanation. It has of course
long been known that the airflow over mountainous or hilly terrain is usually
more disturbed than over flat country. Until recently, however, little was
known concerning the nature and magnitude of disturbances in the air stream
caused by mountain barriers, and the meteorological conditions which have a
bearing on them. In order to make mountain flying safer, a considerable amount
of research has been conducted in recent years with a view to gaining a better
understanding of airflow over mountains. As a result much useful information
has been gathered which, if properly utilized, would be instrumental· in reducing the number of air accidents over mountains.
In particular, it is now known that the influence of mountains on the
airflow is much greater than had been suspected. Indeed there is evidence that
under certain meteorological conditions which are not at all uncommon, the influence of even small hills extends to surprisingly great heights.
Perhaps the most important information, from the aeronautical viewpoint, gained in recent years on airflow over mountains, concerns the standing
waves which, under favourable meteorological conditions, form leeward of
mountain barriers. Many past air accidents can now be explained in terms of
these so-called "mountain waves" which, because of the vertical currents they
set up, the severe turbulence they sometimes generate and their effect on the
accuracy of pressure-altimeter readings and air navigation can constitute a
real danger to the unwary pilot.
First intimation of the occurrence of standing waves to the lee of orographic obstacles came from observations of a statically balanced balloon
launched in 1928 to the lee of the Rossitten Dunes* by the German Glider
Flight Institute. Since that date, several sourceS have contributed to our
information with regard to these waves. Notable among these are reports from
pilots of gliders and powered aircraft, studies of orographic cloud formations as well as comprehensive programmes of observations using the most modern equipment and techniques. These observational data have been supplemented
by some important theoretical studies and experiments with laboratory models.
As a result, a logical system of ideas has been developed and can be presented
for the benefit of both forecasters and pilots.
In the present note, an attempt is made to describe known properties
of mountain waves with special reference to their effect on flying conditions.

*

Near Kaliningrad, formerly Konigsberg.
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Methods of detecting and forecasting the occurrence of these w<,\ves will also
be discussed together with the measures which should be taken in order to mlnlmize the inconvenience and hazard of flying over mountainous or hilly terrain.

2.

MOUNTAIN CLOUDS - A VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF MOUNTAIN WAVES

The vertical motion set up in air streams crossing a hill, mountain or
ridge, very often gives rise to orographic clouds with distinctive features
from which some of the properties of the airstream may be deduced. Orographic
clouds, being linked to the terrestrial relief, move very slowly, if at all,
although the wind at their level may be strong. An indication of the wind
movement through these clouds may be obtained by following identifiable salients in the cloud mass as they move from one end of the cloud to the other,
while the cloud as a whole remains stationaryo This can be done with the timelapse photography or sometimes even with the naked eye.
Much useful information concerning the properties of mountain waves
has been derived from studies of cloud formations which are characteristic of
given mountains or hills. Amongst these we may cite the study of Kuttner
(1938)* of the "Moazagotl" clouds over the Riesengebirge in Silesia and the
study of Manley (1945) of the Helm wind of Crossfell in the Pennines and its
associated clouds.
Orographic clouds may form below, at or above the level of the top of
the obstacle. They occur in the following distinct types.
2.1

The cap cloud or fohn wall

This is a low hanging cloud with its base near or below the mountain
top level and its relatively smooth top only a few thousand feet above the
ridge. The major portion of this cloud is found on the windward slope where
precipitation may fall from it. The leeward edge remains stationary and when
observed from down wind resembles a bank or a wall with fibrous fingers reaching partway down the lee slope. The extent to which the cloud juts out beyond
the crest increases with the thickness of the cloud. Sometimes the cloud will
appear to rollover the ridge line and down the lee slope much like a waterfall. At times its smooth upper edge follows the undulations of the underlying ridge, so that the shape of the summit is reproduced at a higher level.
Plate 1 shows a fohn wall on the crest of the Sierra Nevada (right-hand background).
2.2

Lenticular clouds

These are stationary or quasi-stationary lens-shaped clouds which form
in bands p<'\rallel to the mountain. According to Larsson (1954), they assume
their most definite shape when the ambient relative humidity is comparatively

*

See bibliographic references, page 46.
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low (30 - 60 per cent). The most windward of these clouds sometimes occurs
above the ridge* or a little upwind. Under favourable conditions when the terrain is dominated by one long ridge, several other cloud bands occur at regular horizontal intervals with clear skies or thinner cloud in between. As many
as ten or more of these clouds have been observed at one time, the most downwind one being about 50 miles from the ridge. Two or three bands are very commonly seen. Plate 2 shows four distinct bands of lens-shaped altocumulus (Altocumulus lenticularis) to the lee of the Montagne de Lure in the Lower Alps in
France"

The lenticular shape, regular spacing a stationary position of these
clouds are appropriate to an airstream undergoing vertical oscillations associated with standing waves. Indeed the presence of these clouds often provides
the only clue for the existence of mountain waves.
Orographic lenticular clouds occur at different levels, sometimes simultaneously. Often a pile of several of these clouds appears one above the
other. An example of this is the "Contessa del Vento" observed near the summit
of Mount Etna. In Sweden, Larsson has observed great cloud piles extending
throughout the troposphere. These occurred to the lee of the Ovik Mountains
when the wind above the friction layer was at least 15 m/sec. Up to 25 welldefined cloud sheets were observed, mostly arranged in a vertical pile but
sometimes tilting towards or away from the mountain. Occasionally a train of
such piles was observed downstream from the mountain ridge.
The low level orographic lenticular clouds look very much like ordinary
stratocumulus (Plate 3), but careful observation would reveal individual lwnps
forming on the upwind side, moving through the cloud mass and dissolving on
the downwind side.
Higher up, lenticular clouds have a characteristically smooth appearance (Plates 1 and 2). Sometimes, however, they may have very rough edges with
fragments Ot the cloud breaking off and showing turbulent motion (Harrison,
1956). From close range the lenticular orographic clouds often appear to be
composed of a series of layers like pancakes one on top of the other (Plate 4).
Their colour ranges from white, often with prominent iridescence, through different shades of yellow and orange, to a dark grey. At times, before the cloud
evaporates, a fibrous veil spreads downwind far out from the clouds.
The height at which lenticular clouds occur differs with the different
localities. In most parts of Britain, for instance, they commonly occur between 1 500 and 7 500 m. Over the American Sierra Nevada, on the other hand,
the bases of these clouds generally lie between 7 500 and 12 000 m, and often
much higher up. One glider pilot (Ivans 1951) reported the base of one of
these clouds to be as high above him when he was at about 13 000 m as it had
appeared to him from the ground.
Ludlam (1952) has put forward evidence in support of his suggestion
that a great deal of cirrus forms in atmCGpheric waves initiated by topographical

*

Clouds of this type observed over the Riesengebirge
locally known as "Moazagotl" (goat's beard).

in

Silesia

are
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feature~. According to Ludlam, hills less than 300 m high can
produce waves
having a sufficient amplitude at 6 QOO or 10 000 m for cirrus clouds to form.
These clouds appear in the form of long streamers "like enormous pennants flying from invisible masts" (Ludlam and Scorer 1954). An example of orographic
cirrus (Cirrus lenticularis) is given in Plate 5.

The highest and most brilliantly iridescent of orographic clouds are
the nacreous (mother of pearl) clouds. These clouds have been observed over
Scandinavia and occasionally over Alaska, Scotland and France at altitudes
between 20 and 30 km. Owing to their great height they remain brightly illuminated long after the sun has set with respect to the surface observer. The
height of the nacreous clouds shown in Plate 6 was determined by triangulation and found to be 20 km at 13 hand 24 km at 16 h 30.
2.3

The rotor cloud

This cloud appears in the form of a stationary roll, sometimes immediately in the lee of the mountain, sometimes at varying ct''istances downwind
from it. From the air it looks like a line of cumulus clouds (Plate 1). The
base of the cloud is generally near or below the ridge line while the top may
be considerably higher than it and may merge with the lenticular clouds directly above. Unlike the lenticular clouds, the rotor cloud shows evidence
of strong and sometimes violent turbulence. It is constantly forming on the
windward side and dissipating on the leeward side and appears to rotatethe upper portion moving forward while the lower portion moves backward towards the mountain. Sometimes a succession of rotor clouds appears at regular
intervals downwind from the mountain ridge.
Rotor clouds develop in standing eddies which form in the lower layers
under the crests of the mountain wave. Lenticular clouds may be visible above
these clouds as in Plate 1. Sometimes, however, rotor clouds provide the only
visible evidence of the occurrenCe of the mountain wave.

3.

FLYING ASPECTS OF MOUNTAIN WAVES

3.1

Vertical currents

One of the more important aspects of mountain waves from the viewpoint
of aviation is the vertical currents associated with these waves. It is 'perhaps not surprising that much of our earlier information concerning these
currents came from gliders searching for updrafts. Valuable as s'lch information has been, it inevitably gave a lopsided picture with more emphasis on
rising than on descending currents. This is particularly true for the low
levels where gliders cannot operate in downdrafts for any length of time.
From the viewpoint of powered aircraft, on the other hand, it is
cisely these low-level downdraft~ which are of most importance, since
constitute one of the principal threats to aircraft safety.

prethey

Plate 1
Fohn wall, rotor clouds and lenticular Altocumulus. This piclure was taken when a 25 m/sec wind was blowing
across [he Sierra Nevada ridge shown to the right. The fOhn wall appears on the crest of the ridge, the- rotor cloud
in the middle of the picture and the lenticular Altocumulus directly above.
Photo b)' C. S. PattersOIl, Bishop (Cafi/oJ"llia, U.S.A.), 16 Februm)' 1952, 14h 15 (1Ol1'ard~ S)

Plate 2
Lenticular Altocumulus lo the Ice of the Montagne de Lure in the Lower Alps in France. The upper wind was from
J5W, 20 to 25 Ill/sec.
Photo by IVI. B('rf!lIger, Sf. Auhl/!/ / France), 26 JWllIat)/ 1957, 10 11 45 ({(JIl'({rds 260·)

Plate 3
Orographic Stralocumulus. This photograph was taken in maritime tropical air when a brisk current of 12-15 m/sec
was blowing across the ridge seen in the background. The orographic Stratoeumulus appear as dark elongated lenticular
patches at heights varying between 500-1500 m.
Photo by A. Via{{(, Ccncl'(! (Switzerlal/d), 25 September 1952, 131145 (towards £)

Plate 4
Foliated 5tructure of orographic clouds.
Pilato by P. Stalzl, Creenland (69"45' N, 50' /6' W), 2J Seplelllber /951, 15 II 00 (towards SW)

Plate 5
Lcnticular Cirrus over the lVlontagne de Chabre in
lhe Lower Alps. The- wind was blowing from 350'
at 20 to 25 mIsec.
Pholo by J. EFrard, Orpierre (Frallcr') , 26 JUI/uary
1957, 141150 (towards S)

Plate 6
Nacreous (nl.other-of-pearl) clouds. The height of
these c1oud~ was measured by triangulation and
fOllnd lO be 20 km at 13 hand 24 km at 16 h 30.
The clouds were observed a1l day; half an hOllr
before sunset they began assuming typical motherof-pearl colours.
Photo by J. '·Valdell, Anchorage (Alaska), 24 Jal/llar)'
1950, 16 II 45 (toward.\" WSI-V)

Plate 7
..
Smoking moun lain. Orographic clouds to the lee
of the Matterhorn peak.
Photo by J. Galimberli, Zer/lU/lt Valle)' (Switzer/and),
July 1951, 08 Ii 00 (towards SSE)

Plate 8
A cloud cap composed of a pile of numerous thin
sheets is seen around the top of Sum bing volcano
in Java. Lenticular Altocumulus due to forced
ascent of the air is also seen above the top.
Plio to by S. ,-v. Visser, Wono.wbo (Java, Indonesia),
25 February 1924, 06 II 15 (/oll'''I'ds E)
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During the last few years, reports from pilots of powered aircraft describing their experiences in mountain waves have been steadily increasing.
From these reports a more complete picture has emerged of the intensity of
vertical currents associated with standing lee waves in various parts of the
world and their effect on powered aircraft.
One extreme case is mentioned by Colson (1954) who describes the experience of a pilot flying in the famous "Bishop Wave" in the Sierra Nevada.
This pilot encountered updraughts of such intensity that he was able to
feather the propellers of his P-38 plane* and use it as a glider. He estimated
the updraughts to be of the order of 40 m/sec.
The above case is probably unusual even for the Sierra Nevada where lee
waves are known to reach spectacular intensities. The following vertical speeds
measured by Kuttner (1951) are probably much more typical
Between 4.6 and 6.7 km
10 m/sec
Between 6.7 and 7.6 km
5 m/sec
Above 10 km
2 m/sec
Vertical currents of similar intensity have been reported from various
parts of the world. Georgii (1956 a) mentions measurements he had carried out
from aircraft in the lee of the Cordillera Range in Argentina which showed
vertical speeds of 4 - 6 m/sec. In Australia, Radok (1954) found low-level
downdraughts exceeding 8 m/sec in waves over mountainous country in Tasmania.
In Europe accounts of pilots describing their experiences indicate that
up and down currents of 5 m/sec or more are not uncommon. Turner (1951) mentions that on one occasion, a Viking aircraft climbing at full power over the
south Biscay area, lost 600 m height in 2 minutes. This corresponds to a downward current of 5.6 m/sec. On another occasion (Mason 1954), an aircraft approaching the mountains north of Madrid at 3 400 m fell to 2 700 m and then
rose to 4 250 m. This was repeated three times. The remarkable thing is that
these height changes occurred in spite of the fact that the pilot used maximu.ll
power in the areas of sink and almost completely closed the throttle in the
areas of rising currents. It is estimated that the vertical currents must have
exceeded 12 m/sec.
The danger to aircraft of downdrafts of the above magnitude can be
easily appreciated. An aircraft flying more or less parallel to a ridge mi9ht
remain in a downcurrent continuously until the whole length of the ridge is
traversed. In such circumstances catastrophic loss of height might occur.
When waves are present, areas of descending currents generally occur
immediately downwind from a mountain ridge, as is attested by the downward
curling and dissipation of the rohn wall beyond the crest (rohn gap). An aircraft flying upwind toward a mountain ridge, if caught in a strong downdraft
near the ridge, might not be able to regain enough altitude in time to clear
the mountain.

*

The P-38 is a single seater fighter with high wing loading.
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The danger to aircraft is enhanced by the fact that flying through waves
is often remarkably smooth even when the rate of lift and sink may be considerable. At night when no warning wave clouds can be seen, or when the sky is completely overcast, indication of loss of height is given to the pilot only by
the altimeter or the rate of climb indicator, and flying by automatic pilot
can result in disaster to an unwary pilot.
3.2

Turbulence

Pilots have often commented on the extremely smooth flying conditions
in mountain waves, especially in the higher levels. Yet mountain waves also
generate turbulence which can be more violent than any encountered in most
thunderstorms. Of importance to aviation is the fact that the smooth and turbulent areas are often in close proximity.
Turbulence in mountain waves may occur at, above and below mountain top
level.
3.2.1

!~:e~~~~~~_~!_~~~~!~~~:!~e_~~~~~

By far the most common and most important seat of severe turbulence in
mountain waves is the area of the rotor clouds. These clouds form in standing
eddies under the wave crests at an altitude which is comparable with the height
of the mountain which produces the wave. Measurements made in standing eddies
downwind from the Montagne de Lure in France (height 1 400 m above surrounding
terrain) have revealed that strong variations in the wind speed ranging from
10 to 25 m/sec occur inside these eddies and that the vertical speeds can vary
from + 8 m/sec to - 5 m/sec in 2 or 3 seconds. This is equivalent to a vertical
acceleration of 2 to 4 g (Berenger and Gerbier 1946).
Rotor ;'turbulence is much more intense in waves generated by the larger
mountains. Violent sharp-edged gusts exceeding 12 m/sec have been measured in
some Sierra waves, and experienced pilots have reported complete loss of control of their aircraft for short periods while flying in the rotor areas. According to Kuttner and Jenkins (1953), high speed aircraft (jet aircraft) flying with the wind through such well-developed rotor areas will undergo a breaking effect of such magnitude as to endanger the structure of the aircraft.
The danger of rotor turbulence to aviation is accentuated by the fact
that the downdraft in the lee of the rotor and the updraft on the other side
of it can drag an aircraft into the rotor cloud. In a dramatic account of an
upwind flight in a mountain wave, Kuttner and Jenkins describe how their aircraft was caught in the descending current downwind from the rotor and actually "fell" into the rotor cloud from above. The buffetting which the aircraft
was subjected to inside the cloud was worse than any the authors had experienced in thunderstorms.
The most dangerous situation occUrs when lack of moisture prevents cloud
formation or when the sky is completely covered by a thick layer of low cloud.
In such cases no prior visual warning is given of the existence of the turbulent area.
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I~E2~!~~S~_~2SY~_~S~~!~~~:!se_!~~~!

Although, as is indicated from the characteristically smooth outlines
of the orographic lenticular clouds, exceptionally smooth flying conditions
prevail as a rule in mountain waves, this is not invariably the case. Of 66
cases examined by Pilsbury (1955) over the British Isles, 20 indicated some
turbulence, although in all but 2 cases it was only slight. Several pilots
reported the slight turbulence to be the "cobblestone" variety.
Much stronger turbulence has been experienced in mountain waves over
the United States. A report by Harrison (1956) shows that during the first
nine days of 1956, a series of waves occurred downwind from the Continental
Divide in which severe clear air turbulence was reported by civil and military planes. Injuries to occupants of the aircraft were reported on four of
these days,
The transition from smooth to rough flying conditions in waves ~ often
rapid. Radok (1954) reports the case of an up-wind flight in wave conditions
to the lee of Mount Wellington, Tasmania. As the plane approached ~1e mountain,
the waves became distinctly stronger and smoother. But after turning back within about 100 metres of the mountain side and flying downwind on a track parallel and close to the upwind traverse, the plane encountered 'violent turbulence" •

Sometimes a smooth, laminar flow at all levels, sUddenly breaks down
into a chaotic pattern of turbulence extending throughout the vertical extent
of the wave. Such cases are accompanied by a change in the appearance of the
usually smooth lenticular clouds which now acquire a rough, turbulent appearance.

3.2.3

I~Ee~le~~~_e~!S~_~S~~!~~~:!Se_!~~~!

Apart from turbulence actually within the wave system, there may often
be turbulence at low levels within the friction layer. Typical mountainous
terrain is quite irregular and there is evidence that while the main airflow
aloft may be smooth and wavelike, the surface irregularities are filled in by
turbulent eddies. The intensity of this type of turbulence is determined by
the same factors which govern turbulence in the friction layer elsewhere.
3.3

Errors in altimeter readings

Altimeter readings near mountain tops are often subject to errors large
enough to constitute a source of danger to aircraft. Some aircraft accidents
near mountain peaks may indeed be ascribed to an underestimation of the magnitude of the altimeter error possible under certain circumstances. Special
studies have been made in the United States to determine the effect on pressure
of strong wind f low over mountain barriers, in particular over Mount Washington,
New Hampshire, and Mount Laguna, California. Results indicate that the effect
is in the form of a pressure reduction which is proportional to the square of
the wind speed. At both Mount Washington and Mount Laguna for a wind speed of
45 m/sec the altimeter reading was 110 metres too high for unsaturated air.

B
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In the case of Mount Laguna, it was found that the discrepancy was nearly
doubled when the air was saturated. Important as this discrepancy is, it is
not nearly as large as some which have been reported by pilots. In one case
a pilot in the Owens Valley in California reported an altimeter reading near'"
ly 1000 m higher than the actual altitude (French 1951).
It is probable that a substantial part of the error in estimating
heights near mountain tops in standing waves results fran the waves themselves
As we have seen in section 3.1 above, when waves are present, there is a zone
of descending currents immediately downstream from the summit and a zone of
ascending currents farther downstream on the other side of the wave. A pilot
flying upwind in the direction of the mountain may take his reading in the lee
of the wave crest where the air is ascending and set his automatic pilot to
conserve his cruising altitude. Almost immediately afterwards, the aircraft
reaches the descending zone where the unwary pilot may lose altitude at the
rate of 500 m/min or even more. Thus a few minutes after the altimeter reading is taken, the aircraft may be at an altitude more than 1 000 m lower than
that indicated by the instrument.
0

Although research, in its present stage, gives no clear clue with regard
to the source of errors of the magnitude described above, we cannot ignore the
possibility that large pressure variations may exist near mountain peaks during
high wind. And since these pressure variations seem always to be in the direction of indicated altimeter heights which are too high, they constitute an aspect of mountain flying which cannot be overlooked by pilots.
3.4

The effect of the variation of the horizontal wind speed

The up and down motion in mountain waves is accompanied by a fluctuation in the horizontal wind speed between crest and trough. Recently, measurements of such fluctuations were made during wave conditions in the lee of the
Montagne de Lure by tracking a constant pressure balloon with radar. The results showed a variation in wind speed from 16 m/sec in the trough of the wave
to 26 m/sec in the crest (Berenger and Gerbier 1956). This variation was associated with a wave amplitude of 1 350 m. There is no doubt that stronger fluctuations would accompany more intense waves.
Under wave conditions, an aircraft flying parallel to a long ridge lying across the wind could be subjected to a horizontal wind materially different from that prevailing a few kilometres away, and could easily get off
course. If the wind measured in a wave is used as an average over long distances, the ensuing error could amount to many kilometres.
Thus, the importance of accurate navigation over mountains, partiCUlarly in cloud at night and when ground clearance is not large, cannot be overestimated.
3.5

The effect on aircraft icing

The vertical displacement of the air in mountain waves is accompanied
by a fluctuation of the temperature between crest and trough. These fluctuations

"'
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are reflected in a corrugation of the OOC isotherm. Measurements by Berenger
and Gerbier (1956) have revealed that the temperature changes are nearly adiabatic, and since the waves have their largest amplitudes in layers of the
atmosphere having great static stability, the level of the OoC isotherm in
these layers can be substantially lower in the wave crests than would be indicated from a radiosonde ascent made in the same air mass, but in a locality
which is undisturbed by waves. Awareness of this possibility may help in avoiding unexpected ice acoretion on the aircraft.
Apart from the possible lowering of the OOC isotherm, icing conditions
are sometimes aggravated by the aerodynamic peculiarities of airflow over
mountains. Icing depends to a great extent on the concentration of supercooled
liquid water in the potential icing cloud and it is an observed fact that
clouds formed by ascent over mountains have a much greater liquid content than
clouds formed in the free air.
Thus if conditions are favourable for icing generally,
bility or intensity would be expected over mountains.

4.

a greater lia-
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The effect of mountain waves on the performance and safety of aircraft
makes it important that pilots should be aware of their presence.
4.1

The evidence of clouds

The easiest waves to detect are those which are accompanied by the
typical mountain-wave clouds described in section 2. Under favourable conditions, a" pilot is able to see these clouds from a long distance so that he can
usually take the necessary precautions to minimize the discomfort or danger of
flying through them.
Alternatively, the presenoe or risk of mountain waves can be communicated to the pilot by the briefing meteorologist on the basis of his analysis
of reports from other pilots or of reports of orographic clouds received at
the forecasting centre. In this connexion observers should be encouraged to
note carefully the presence of cap clouds, rotor clouds or lenticular clouds
in the RBWARKS section of the hourly weather reports. Identification of the
clouds will, of course, be difficult on dark nights, but a careful observer
should have little trouble in detecting their presence on moonlight nights.
Mountain waves, however, may occur with cloudless skies or with completely overcast skies. Under these circumstances, other observational means
of detecting the presence of waves should be resorted to.
4.2

The evidence of routine radiosondes

The possibility of detecting the presence of waves from routine radiosonde soundings has been investigated by Corby (1957 a) in an interesting
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study of 1 440 soundings made at 0200 and 1400 GMT at Leuchars, Stornoway,
Aldergrove and Liverpool during the six month period November 1953 to April
1954.
The method used by Corby is based on the fact that if the rate of ascent
of the balloon varies substantially and systematically with height, it is possible to detect this visually from the pressure-time plot. In order to compute
the actual vertical speeds, readings of the audio frequency of the note, controlled by the pressure element of the sonde, were plotted against time intervals of about 1/3 minute (the exact interval depending on the rate of revolution of the sonde's windmill). From the curves thus obtained the change of
dc
-1
-1
this frequency, dt' in cycles sec
min ,was evaluated over each minute of
sounding, up to 30 minutes. The rates of change of pressure with the frequency

~, were then evaluated from the calibration curves. By multiplying these two
quantities the mean rate of change of pressure
balloon,

along the trajectory

of

the

~, was obtained for each minute. Finally, values of ~ were converted

into vertical velocities,

~~, by multiplying by the quantity ~~ appropriate to

the mean pressure and temperature over each minute. It was estimated from an
assessment of the errors inherent in this method that up to the 30th minute of
a sounding, vertical currents exceeding about 0.6 m/sec could be detected.
Independent confirmation of the results obtained by this method was
sought from radar data comprising the range, elevation and azimuth at every
minute.
Figure 1 gives an example of the results obtained by this method. The
periodic variation of the vertical current along the path of the balloon is

y

.'oo'---'---..,,{,o----'----+a----'----+O---L:~-<140 IOOO'~ of H.

Figure

1

Vertical air currents over Leuchars (United Kingdom) on 11 April 1954, deduced from radiosonde
data (thick curve) and radar data (thin curve). The areas between the lines AS, CD for the
pressure curves and between OX, OY for the radar curves, define the zones in which individual
values of vertical velocity are not significant on the basis of the assessment of error carried
Qut.

(After Corby, 1957 8;

Meteorological Society)

reproduced from HQuart. J .R. Met. Soc., by permission of the Royal
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strongly suggestive of gravity waves, presumably of orographic orlgln. It does
not, however, constitute conclusive evidence of the presence of mountain waves
since other factors such as convective clouds, intermittent icing or precipitation could give rise to similar effects. In cases where these factors are
clearly absent, the vertical motion deduced by the above method could be regarded with reasonable confidence as being manifestations of gravity waves.
Figure 1 is typical of 48 occasions showing clear evidence of periodic fluctuations in the vertical currents along the trajectory of the balloon. On about
half of these occasions, the existence of the mountain waves was confirmed by
reports from aircraft.

5.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MOUNTAIN WAVE FORMATION

The methods described in the preceding section for detecting the presence of mountain waves, while extremely helpful, do not eliminate the necessity for meteorologists to determine the meteorological conditions which are
favourable for the formation of mountain waves, and to advise pilots whenever
these conditions obtain, and waves are likely to occur.
5.1

The importance of a restoring force for wave formation

When an airstream crosses a mountain ridge, it must undergo some deformation. If the air is unstable, the disturbed air particles will tend to
continue in the direction of the disturbing impUlse and there will be no tendency for periodic wave-like motion. If, on the other hand, the air is stably
stratified, the disturbed airstream will tend to go back to its original position. Similarly, if the air stream is in geostrophic balance, passage over a
mountain will disturb the balance provided the mountain is large enough, and
the geostrophic forces will tend to restore the equilibrium between the wind
field and the pressure gradient. In general, unless there is considerable
damping, the equilibrium state would be overshot giving rise to wave-like oscillations in the air current. Thus stability and geostrophic forces are factors which are relevant to the formation of mountain waves. However the degree
of importance of these factors depends on the dimensions of the barriers
causing the waves. If we consider a very small hill a few metres high and no
more than 100 m wide, both stability and geostrophic forces are negligible because on such a scale the atmosphere behaves as though the lapse rate were
adiabatic and the time taken by the air in crossing the hill is too short to
allow the geostrophic forces to come into play. When the hill is a few kilometres in width the geostrophic forces remain negligible whilst stability becomes significant. On an even larger scale as in the case of the Alps or the
Rockies, for instance, both stability and geostrophic forces are important.
5.2

The requirement of a stable stratification of the air mass

The importance of air-mass stability to the formation of mountain waves
has received confirmation from numerous studies on both sides of the Atlantic
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and it is generally recognized that a marked degree of stability in the lower
layers, though not necessarily extending downwards to the surface, isan essential condition for wave formation. Figure 2, due to Larsson (1954), shows mean
temperature curves computed from soundings made at Frason (Sweden) during
waves, side by side with mean temperature Curves corresponding to days when no
waves occurred. The greater degree of stability in the layers between 1 000 3 000 m on days when waves occurred is manifest. Above 4 000 m on the other
hand, the stratification is less stable on wave days.
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Mean sounding curves for the radiosonde station at Froson for March
1953. The soundings (altogether 19) made when wave clouds have
occurred, have been compared to those (43) when no wave clouds
occurred. The diagram also shows the mean wind speed for different
levels, estimated from 50 cases with wave clouds. (After Larsson,
1954)

An interesting illustration of the r81e which stability plays in the
formation of standing waves is cited by Georgii (1956 a) in connexion with
fohn occurrences in the area of the High Cordillera in Argentina. Both· stable
tropical air fohn with a northwest wind and unstable polar air fohn from the
southwest can occur on the Argentinian east side; but standing lee waves occur
only in connexion with the stable tropical air fohn.
As mentioned above, a stable surface layer is not essential to the
occurrence of waves. Indeed often wave clouds are observed to occur with an
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adiabatic lapse rate near the ground. When this occurs there is almost invariably an extremely stable layer (possibly an inversion) above it and comparatively low stability aloft.
Stability in the very low layers does, however, playa certain r8le in
connexion with the structure, intensity of waves and the likelihood of their
occurrence. More details on these points will be given in subsequent sections.
5.3

The vertical distribution of the wind as a factor
mountain waves - ~6rchtgottls classification

in the formation of

Besides stability, another important factor which determines whether
the deformation of an airstream by a mountain ridge is likely to lead to occurrence of standing waves is the vertical variation of the wind.
The importance of the wind field has been clearly demonstrated by
(1949) who used teams of gliders and light aircraft, supplemented
by special observations of clouds, smoke and birds, to study the flow structure in the vicinity of mountains. ~6rchtgott found that even when airstreams
had stable or neutral stratification, no patterns could be discerned in the
air flow unless the wind was roughly normal to the mountain ridge and the
wind direction was almost constant with height. Subject to these conditions
being satisfied, ~6rchtgott found that the air flow crossing a long mountain
ridge* could be classified into four main types, depending on the vertical
profile of the wind speed. ~6rchtgott's classification is illust~ated in Figure 3. The variation of the wind with height, appropriate to each type is indicated by the velocity profile to the left of each diagram.
~6rchtgott

(i)

Laminar streaming (Figure 3 a). This type of streaming occurs when the
wind is very light. The streamlines near the surface follow the shape
of the ridge; the vertical displacement of the streamlines decreases
very rapidly upwards.

(ii)

Standing eddy streaming (Figure 3 b). With slightly stronger wind, the
effective shape of the mountain is altered by a standing eddy on the
lee side, and the maximum vertical displacement of the streamlines occurs downwind from the mountain. Above the eddy the air streams smoothly. Reverse flow is implied up the lee slope.

(iii)

Wave streaming (Figure 3 c). \fnen the winds are stronger still and increase with height, wave streaming is observed. If the air is humid
enough, lenticular clouds appear in the crests of each wave. Under the
crests, in the lower levels, ~6rchtgott visualizes the occurrence of
stationary vortices with reversed flow at ground level. Turbulence is
always encountered in this region and when clouds occur, they have a
ragged appearance and appear to rotate (rotor-clouds).

*

This is to be distinguished from airflow in the vicinity of short ridges
and single peaks which is discussed in section 8.
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classification of airflow over ridges. The nature of the
flow depends mainly on the velocity distribution shown on the left of
each diagram. (After ~6rchtgott, 1949; reproduced by permission of the
Controller, Her Majesty1s Stationery Office)
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Rotor streaming (Figures 3 d and e). This type of flow occurs when a
very strong wind extends to a limited height not exceeding 1 t times
the height of the ridge, and is capped by a layer of appreciably weaker
wind. The disturbed part of the air flow is in the form of a system of
quasi-stationary vortices rotating in opposite directions. Both the
horizontal and vertical extent of the disturbed flow are appreciably
smaller than in wave streaming.

The observations of P6rchtgott with regard to the vertical wind profile
required for the formation of standing waves in the lee of mountain ridges are
consistent with results obtained in various parts of the world. There is general agreement that standing waves form only if the wind profile shows an increase or at least remains constant with height over a deep layer which extends
from mountain-top level high up into the upper troposphere. Figure 2 gives
the mean vertical wind profile for 50 cases of waves to the lee of the Ovik
Mountains in Sweden. The curve indicates an average increase above 1 kilometric level of 1.4 m/sec through every kilometre of height. No waves are observed when the wind decreases with height.
Besides the increase of wind with height, observations indicate that
for standing waves to occur, the wind speed at some level above the surface
must exceed a certain minimum, which, however, seems to be slightly different
in different localities. Thus from an analysis of 66 reports of standing waves
over the United Kingdom, Pilsbury (1955) found that the wind at 950 mb (approximately 600 m) was at least 15 kt (7.5 m/sec) in every case. Larsson (1954)
on the other hand found that over the ramtland Mountains in Sweden, the wind
speed above the friction layer was 20 kt (10 m/sec) or more whenever standing
waves were observed. Similarly, according to Jenkins and Kuttner (1953) a wind
of 25 kt (12 0 5 m/sec) at mountain level is required to generate waves over the
Sierra Nevada, whereas according to Manley (1945) the minimum wind at the level
of the Crossfell range in the Pennines (average height about 800 m) whi~h is
required for the development of standing waves is 8 m/sec.
It is possible that the difference in the values of the critical minimum wind speed mentioned by the various investigators arises from the fact
that these speeds refer to levels which are not strictly comparable. There is,
however, some reason to believe that the minimum wind speed needed to generate
detectable standing waves depends on the size of the mountain ridge and on the
general "scale" of the terrain.
Figure 4 (Colson 1954) shows an attempt to associate different intensities of mountain wave activity with the product of two parameters
(i)

A critical wind speed at the level of the ridge; and

(ii)

The difference in elevation between the ridge
windward.

and

the

valley to the

The numerical values given in the figure are based on limited experience
with Sierra waves and are quite arbitrary. They nevertheless show that the
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higher the mountain ridge,
produce waves

the greater the critical wind speed necessary to
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~6rchtgott's observation that the wind should be nearly normal to the
mountain ridge for waves to be possible is also confirmed by other observers.
It is generally agreed that unless the wind direction is within about 30° of
the direction normal to the mountain ridge, no well-defined standing waves
can be maintained.

In addition, the wind direction should remain nearly constant with
height. Abrupt changes in the wind direction with height are not favourable
for waves.
5.4

Summary of observational evidence

The results of observations with regard to the requirements for the
occurrence of standing waves to the lee of mountain ridges may be summarized
as follows
(i)

Marked stability in the lower layer with comparatively low stability
aloft. The stable layer need not necessarily extend down to the ground.

APPLICATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY TO THE PREDICTION OF MOUNTAIN WAVES
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(ii)

Wind speed at the level of the summit exceeding a minimum which varies
from about 8 to 13 mVsec depending on the ridge generating the waves,
and either increasing or at least remaining constant with height up to
the tropopause.

(iii)

Wind direction from within 30° of the direction normal
and not changing substantially with height.

6.

APPLICATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY TO THE PREDICTION OF MOUNTAIN WAVES

to

the

ridge

Although field observations and measurements constitute a very important
source of information on waves, they are not without their limitations. In the
first place, systematic exploration of wave conditions is often very difficult
and expensive. Moreover, field work cannot normally be planned to coincide with
the most important wave occurrences. As a matter of fact, some of the best opportunities of investigating waves are often unexpected and therefore not fully exploited. Finally field observations and measurements are possible only in
a finite number of points - on the ground or where a cloud is visible from the
ground, or where a plane, balloon or some other instrument happens to be situated. To determine the flow at all points recourse must be had to hydrodynamic
theory.
So far, because of the great mathematical difficulties which would
otherwise arise, theoretical studies of the mountain waves have almost invariably made use of the perturbation method in which the motion is considered
as a disturbance superimposed on a given basic current which is assumed to be
steady, laminar, isentropic, inviscid and nearly rectilinear.
The hydrodynamic equations of motion are combined with the equation expressing the isentropic nature of the flow. The perturbation quantities are assumed to be small in comparison with the values of the basic current; this
justifies linearizing the equations by neglecting the squares and products of
the perturbation quantities. The resulting partial second-order differential
equation is then readily amenable to solution.
The limitations of this method are inherent in the assumptions underlying it. The most serious of these are the assumptions of steady, laminar flow
and of small displacements.
The restriction to steady, laminar flow ignores the fact that flow over
mountains is commonly both unsteady and non-laminar. Unfortunately no mathematical treatment has yet been developed for this type of flow.
The assumption of small perturbations restricts the validity of the results to mountains whose height is small in comparison with their width.
In the following paragraphs a brief account will be given of some of
the more important theoretical investigations of mountain waves. For a more
detailed appraisal of these and other works, the reader is referred to a paper
by Corby (1954) which reviews the state of current knowledge.
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APPLICATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC THEORY TO THE PREDICTION OF MOUNTAIN WAVES
Lyra's solution

One of the first serious attempts to apply the hydrodynamic equations
of motion to the flow of a stably stratified current crossing a mountain, was
made by Lyra (1940, 1943). For simplicity, Lyra considered a uniform stream.
He used a mountain ridge of rectangular cross-section and simulated more complicated ridges by superposition of several rectangleso Lyra's solution gives
a lee-wave system which has some properties similar to those observed in the
atmosphere. The main objection to his solution is that the oscillations increase with altitude and that there is no upper limit to the disturbance, so
that every little hill should produce an appreciable disturbance in the stratosphere.
A second objection to Lyra's solution is that the lee waves appear to
arise mainly as a result of the steepness of the sides of the mountain used by
him, and that these waves almost vanish if a smooth mountain ridge replaces
the rectangular one, except when the ridge is very narrow.
6.2

Queney's results

Queney (1947, 1948) also considered a uniform airstream but used a
mountain with a smooth profile. He found that the disturbance pattern varied
widely according to the width of the mountain range. Specifically :
(i)

If (a) the half-width of the mountain is of the order of I km, there is

a system of short stationary lee waves, or gravity waves.
(ii)

If (a) the half-width of the mountain is of the order of 100 km, there
is a complex system of gravity-inertia waves. The wavelength is of the
order of a few hundred kilometres and the wave amplitude increases upwards. Furthermore, the projection of the ground streamline on a horizontal plane shows a marked horizontal oscillation.

No wave train is present when the width of the mountain is between the
above two critical values; instead, there is only one wave crest and/or trough
on each streamline.
6.3

The work of Scorer (1949, 1953, 1954)

The absence, in Queney's results, of stationary wave trains in the lee
of mountains between 2 and 200 km in width is at variance with observations.
Scorer considered that this unrealistic result is due to the assumption of a
uniform airstream. He therefore made provision for the variation of lapse rate
and wind in the vertical, but confined himself to frictionless, steady, laminar
and isentropic flow over mountain ridges small enough to allow geostrophic
forces to be neglected.
Both stability and wind figure in a fundamental manner in Scorer's solution. The relevant parameter is defined by the equation
I' = g~

U'

_

J (I'U
U Jz'

(1)
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where,
g

=

acceleration of gravity

z

=

height measured upwards

U

=

horizontal wind component normal to the mountain ridge
i Je

1
(f -T)
T

-- = -

e Jz

6.3.1

static stability

e

=

potential temperature

T

=

absolute temperature

f

=

adiabatic lapse rate

T

=

actual lapse rate

~~~~!!!~~~_~~~_!~~_~~~~~~~~~~_~~_~!~~~!~2_~~~_~~~~~

2
Scorer found that standing lee waves would be possible only if 1
is
less in some fairly deep upper layer than in a layer below. This requirement
led to the introduction of a special two-layer model current with a value of
12 constant in each layer but less in the upper than in the lower layer. There
is a considerable latitude in the choice of wind and temperature which would
satisfy this model, since 12 depends on both the stability and the wind. Figure 5* gives an example computed by Scorer using the characteristics of wind
and temperature shown on the left of the diagram. The lee waves in Figure 5
are in good accord with observations. In particular, the waves have a maximum
amplitude at some middle level and die away higher up, and the wavelength is
of the order of a few kilometres.
2
The two-layer model requires, for wave formation, that the decrease in
1 from the lower layer to the upper layer should attain a certain minimum
magnitude depending on the depth of t~e lower layer. The more shallow the
latter, the greater the decrease in 1 must be.
2
In practice, where 1 may vary continuously, it would remain true that
in order for lee waves to occur, 12 must assume lower values through some fairly deep upper layer than in some la er below, but it is not possible to specify quantitatively the decrease in 1 which would be necessary. The most that
can be stated is that waves are likely to occur if the decrease of 12 with
height is above average and that the greater the decrease in this quantity,
the greater the likelihood of wave formation.

2

6.3.2

Verification of Scorer's results

2
The second term in the expression for 1 in equation (1) above concerns
the rate of change of wind shear with height. This term is zero if the wind
speed is constant or changes uniformly with height. It assumes importance only
when the wind shear changes rapidly with height, and this is rarely the case

*

See page 21.
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except over shallow layers or in the upper troposphere near the core of jet
streams. Furthermore this term is not always easy to evaluate with its desired
accuracy from actual wind observations. Accordingly in practical work only the
first term is usually considered in computing 12 • Thus for practical purposes
we may write 1
I' "'"

g~

( 2)

u'

2
An idea of the magnitude of the variation of 1 with height observed in
wave conditions may be obtained from the study, mentioned by Corby (1957 b),
of 37 reports of marked waves made by pilots of British European Airways. On
the average, the minimum of 12 aloft was found to be one ninth of the maximum
below. This ratio is confirmed by observations made at St Auban-sur-Durance on
25 January 1956 when vigorous waves occurred to the lee of the Lure Mountain
ridge. Table 1 gives values of g~ at different levels from 1- 10 kilometres.
U'
2
The average va lue of 1 ~ !l~ between 1 and 5 km is again about 9 times that

U'

between 5 and 10 kilometres.

2
While the value of one ninth for the decrease in 1 with height should
not be used as a quantitative limit in.forecasting waves, it does give an idea
of the magnitude of the decrease which is observed during wave situations and
which ~ certainly more substantial than the average decrease usually observed.

Table

1

g~
at St Auban-sur-Durance on 25 January 1956 when a
U'
standing wave train was observed to the lee of the Montagne de Lure

Values of

Altitude

g~

xlO

U'

6

Altitude

6
x 10

g~

U'

1 000 - 1 500

2.20

5 500 -

6 000

0.42

1 500 - 2 000

0.64

6 000 -

6 500

0.04

2 000 - 2 500

0.49

6 500 -

7 000

0.16

2 500 - 3000

0.55

7 000 -

7 500

0.04

3 000 - 3 500

0.49

7 500 -

8000

0.02

3 500 - 4 000

0.25

8 000 -

8 500

0.02

4 000 - 4 500

0.25

8 500 -

9 000

0.02

4 500 - 5 000

0.12

9 000 -

9 500

0

5 000 - 5 500

0

9 500 - 10 000

0
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6.4

Wavelength
Accoroing to Scorer's equations,

the wavelength of standing lee-waves

must lie between the greatest and smallest values of

?~.
I

This

means

that

light winds and strong stability are associated with short wavelengths whilst
strong winds and small stability are associated with long wavelengths.
The
wavelength is however much more sensitive to variations of wind speed than of
lapse rate so that generally speaking the wavelength increases almost linearly
with the mean wind speed through the troposphere. This is strikingly illustrated by Figure 6* (Corby 1957 a) which shows a plot ·of the wavelength of 26
cases of waves against the mean wind speed computed over the layers contributing to the assessment of the wavelengths. The correlation coefficient is 0.91.
Occasionally, orographic clouds which have remained stationary for hours
are observed to move suddenly in response to a change of wavelength caused by
a sudden change in the wind speed.
The effect of the variations in stability is however, by no means always negligible. For instance as the evening advances and the surface inversion
builds up an upwind movement of the lift area is occasionally
observed by
glider pilots (Roper 1952), suggesting a decrease of wavelength in response
to the increased stability.
6.5

The lee-wave amplitude

6.5.1

I~~_~ff~£!_2f_!~~_E~2f~!~~_2f_~!~e~!~!Y_~~~_~f_!~~_~~~9_~E~~9

According_ to Scorer's solution, the lee-wave amplitude varies,
other things, with the ratio

~~

among

where VI is the surface wind and V2 the wind
at the height z. Consideration of this factor alone may lead to the impression
that large amplitudes are favoured by a decrease of wind with height. This is
in apparent contradiction with the fact that waves are possible only if 12 decreases with height, since such a decrease can occur through an increase of
wind speed or a decrease of stability with height. In a recent analysis of
the problem, Corby and Wallington (1956) conclude that, given two airstreams
which-have the same profile of 12 but different wind and stability profiles,

the airstream in which ~l is larger, i.e. the airstream in which the requisite
2
decrease of 1 with heig~t is achieved to a greater extent by stability variations, will have the greater amplitude. Waves occurring in airstreams in which
the decrease of 12 with height-is brought about by the existence of very weak
lower winds and much stronger higher winds, will probably have small amplitudes
and may escape detection.
On the other hand, a decrease of stability with height is not alone
usually sufficient to make waves possible. This is because theory requires
that the decrease in 12 between the lower and upper layers must exceed a minimum

*

See page 21.
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value, and stability variations alone are not in general sufficient to achieve
this. Thus, for waves to form, the distribution of both the stability and the
wind speed must contribute simultaneously to the decrease of 12 upwards from a
lower layer. This conclusion is in line with the results of observations summarized in section 5.4.
6.5.2
6.5.2.1

r~~_2ff2S!_£f_~£~~!~!~_§~~e~_~~~_§!~~

The resonant wavelength

-----------------------

The amplitude of the standing lee waves depends also on the size and
shape of the mountain ridge. Other things being equal, the higher the mountain,
the greater the amplitude. But the width of the mountain is also a relevant
factor of much importance.
Airstreams have a nakural wavelength and for a given mountain the amplitude of the lee waves attains its maximum when the width of the mountain
corresponds to the natural wavelength of the airstream.
The critical manner in which the amplitude varies with mountain width
is illustrated by the dashed curve in Figure 7 for an airstream with a wavelength of 2 IT kIn. The curve shows a pronounced maximum when the half width of
the mountain is 1 km, and falls off sharply for broader and for narrower
ridges. This effect is akin to resonance; the natural wavelength depends on
the characteristics of the airstream, but the lee wave amplitude is likely to
be small unless the width of the mountain matches the wavelength of the airstream.
If the height and width are increased in the same proportion, the variation of the amplitude is that given by the full curve in Figure 7. Thus an airstream which is favourable for the formation of vigorous waves to the lee of a
small mountain ridge will not necessarily produce even bigger waves over larger
mountains"
The natural wavelength of an airstream increases with the wind speed.
Therefore, larger mountains would require stronger winds for large-amplitude
waves than small mountains. This conclusion is in line with that drawn by
~6rchtgott (1949) from his observations in Czechoslovakia, and with the results shown in Figure 4.
The fact that high wind speeds are associated with long wavelengths,
together with the resonance effect described above which is required for large
amplitudes, are reflected in the wavelengths of the stationary waves observed
to the lee of the different mountains. Figure 8 shows a wave train observed to
the lee of the Montagne de Lure on 25 January 1956 by means of a constantpressure balloon flown at 700·mb and followed by radar. The wavelength is seen
to vary between 13 and 21 km. The Montagne de Lure is some 1 400 m above the
surrounding terrain and its base is some 15 km wide.
On the other hand, judging from flight reports and from photographs
which show the "cloud roll" over the middle of the Owens Valley, there is
usually only one large wave between the Sierra Nevada and the White Mountains
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which are 50 km apart. Even longer wavelengths have been observed in the Andes
where Georgii (1956 a) has reported wavelengths of 60-70 ~n to the lee of the
Aconcagua.
Interesting as the above observations are, one should be cautious about
drawing rigid conclusions which would be applicable in all cases.As Wallington
and Corby (1956) remark, typically hilly terrain contains orographic features
on all scales. Moreover, mountains are not of a geometrically similar shape and
a very large mountain ridge of long overall wavelength may have a steep slope
of, effectively, much shorter wavelength.
6.5.2.2

~~~!~E~~_~~~2~~~~~

Sometimes multiple resonance occurs between the natural wavelength of
the airstream and that of the topography. During a glider flight made by
E. Kloeckner* in 1940, waves 40 km in length were observed above 6 km, while
lower down, there were waves 10 ~ in length behind the individual mountain
ridges. A possible conclusion is that the upper long waves are appropriate to
the higher wind speed at that level and correspond to the overall scale of the
terrain. Corby and Sawyer (1956) have shown by including the stratosphere in a
model airstream that lee waves which have their largest amplitude in the upper
troposphere or in the stratosphere can occur in certain airstreams with the
proper change of stability near the tropopause. Such waves have a somewhat
longer wavelength than the usual type of waves which have their maximum amplitude in the lower troposphere and appear to be dependent on the stability and
wind in the stratosphere.
6.5.3

!~~_~ff~~!_2f_~_~~sS~~~~2~_2f_E!~2~~

A succession of ridges in the direction of the wind may either intensify
or weaken the waves generated, depending on the position of the ridges with
respect to the wavelengths. In Figure 8 the undulatory movement of the air is
seen to begin windward from the Lure. This is no doubt due to the existence of
other mountain ranges upwind. The Lure, however, greatly intensifies the wave
whose amplitude reaches a maximum immediately to the lee of this mountain. The
intensification is helped by the fact that the phase of the oscillating airstream is such that it induces descent down the lee slope of the Lure, thereby
hindering separation and increasing the effect of the mountain on the airstream.
A change of phase which may be brought about by a modification of the wavelength characteristics of the airstream, as for instance a substantial change
in the wind speed, may well act to promote separation on the lee slope of the
Lure and thus reduce its effect.
The influence of the phase of the windward undulations on the effect
which a mountain ridge exerts on an airstream has been discussed by several
investigators. Georgii (1956 a), for instance, has noted that the best gliding
localities for wave soaring have in common a main ridge and a IlcQunter-ridgell
downstream from it at a distance which corresponds nearly to an exact multiple
of the wavelength. In this manner the wave generated by the first ridge is
*

As mentioned by Georgii (1956 a).
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reinforced by the counter-ridge. This effect may be repeated several times if
there is a succession of ridges so spaced that they are in harmony with the
natural wavelength of the airstream.

6.5.4.1

Inversions

It was once thought that the existence of an inversion was essential
for wave formation. This impression may have been brought about by the fact
that inversions help to make waves visible since they are commonly accompanied
by a concentration of moisture in the layers just beneath them, where clouds
are likely to form in the wave crests.
It is now established, both from theoretical studies and from numerous
observations, that the existence of an inversion is not essential for the occurrence of waves. Inversions do however playa certain rele in determining
the structure and intensity of waves. Corby and Wallington (1956) have shown
that greater amplitudes are possible if there is considerable static stability
through a shallow lower layer than with smaller stability through a deep layer.
The presence of an inversion in the lower layers would therefore be a factor
contributing to larger amplitude waves.
The existence of an inversion allows useful conclusions to be drawn
with regard to the variation of the wave amplitude with height. Theoretically,
it is possible to compute precisely the level of maximum amplitude for a simple
2- or 3-layer model. In practice, however, all that can be said is that this
level is near the level of maximwn 12 • The presence of an inversion, by concentrating the stability into a shallow layer, brackets the level of maximum
amplitude Within narrow limits and allows its determination with accuracy - a
fact which is clearly of value to aviation.
Theory also indicates that
the temperature change across it,
tude becomes. This means that the
above an inversion - a conclusion

the sharper the inversion, i.e. the greater
the more pronounced the maximum wave ampliintensity of waves will decrease rapidly
which is borne out by observations.

6.5.4.2 ~3~~e~!~s_!~~~~_!~Y~~~
Mention was made in section 5.2 that waves are often observed when the
lapse rate near the ground is steep or even adiabatic. Stability conditions in
the lowest layers do however affect the structure of waves and the likelihood
of their occurrence.
According to Corby and Wallington (1956), the main effect uf an adiabatically mixed layer near the ground is to reduce the amplitude and increase
the wavelength, provided that the adiabatic layer does not occurat the expense
of an intermediate stable layer which is disturbed by the mountain or hill.
It may, of course, happen, especially on sunny afternoons, that the
adiabatically mixed layer is so deep that waves cannot exist. In such cases,
the stabilization of the lower layer in the evening may make conditions favourable for wave formation. This may explain Why cirrus clouds are reported more
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often -in the mornings and evenings than during daytime, and accounts for the
fact that after a sunny day, glider pilots soaring over hills often find increasing lift which carries them to heights they had been unable to attain all
day.

7.

SEPARATION OF THE FLOW - THE-EFFECT OF THE LEE STANDING EDDY

We have seen that however disturbed the flow over mountains may be
close to the ground, it is often remarkably smooth higher up. Time-lapse pictures made in connexion with the Sierra Wave Project have shown that the
smaller corrugations in the rugged terrain are filled by eddies while the
smooth flow aloft follows the broad outline of the mountain range. Not infrequently, separation occurs, i.e. the lowest smooth streamline leaves the
surface completely and reversed flow sets in. An example of this is the standing eddy streaming of ~orchtgott's classification (Figure 3 b).
The importance of separation lies in the fact that it modifies the ef-fective shape of the mountain. If a mountain is to have its maximum effect,
the low level flow must follow the contours. The presence of a large eddy filling the space to the lee, smooths out the streamlines immediately above and
reduces the potential effect of the mountain on the airflow.
Wnen waves are set up, their phase is such that they generally induce
strong flow at the surface down the lee slope. This fact is demonstrated by
the curling of the cap cloud down the lee slope, the fohn gap and other observations such as that of Larsson (1954) who notes that the first wave to the
lee of the Ovik Mountains in Sweden is sometimes less than one wavelength from
the mountain. Conversely, as is sometimes evidenced by the sudden appearance
of waves at the onset of katabatic winds (Lee and Neumark, 1952), descent of
air down the lee slope is favourable for wave formation.
It is therefore important to know the factors which bave a bearing on
separation, particularly that which takes place near the mountain crest and
results in the formation of the standing lee eddy. In a recent paper, Scorer
(1955) has shown that the following factors play an important role in separation.
7,1

Mountain shape

Separation occurs very readily at a sharp edge in the profile of the
ridge. It also occurs more readily when the lee slope has a precipitous drop
than when it has a smooth and gentle gradient.
7.2

St~bility

conditions

When the surface is heated, anabatic flow is encouraged. Separation is
therefore likely when the lee slope is facing the sun.On the other hand separation is inhibited by differential radiational cooling towards dusk, which
constrains the wind to flow down the slope, especially the lee slope.
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7.3

Sudden disturbances

A downdraft impinging on the lee slope of a mountain ridge will cause
the air to flow down the slope and may thus prevent separation. Intermittent
bursts of rain with their accompanying downdrafts may thus force the air to
flow down the lee slope, and, provided other conditions are favourable, may be
instrumental in triggering the oCCurrence of waves.

8.

SHORT RIDGES AND SINGLE PEAKS

The results which have been discussed so far apply to the two-dimensional flow over long ridges. Flow over short ridges or single peaks presents
a problem in three dimensions since much of the airstream flows round the sides
of these obstacles and only air in the upper levels goes over the top.
Mathematically, the problem is much more difficult than that for the
airflow over long ridges. For information concerning the disturbance in the
airstream, generated by short ridges and single peaks, we must therefore rely
mainly on observations.
As in the case of stably stratified flow over long ridges, there must
be different types of streaming over short ridges and single peaks. However,
no systematic classification of these types has yet been made. ~orchtgott
(1951) has described one type of flow the characteristics of which agree with
some of the observed occurrences and configurations of clouds in the vicinity
of isolated mountain peaks.
Figure 9 illustrates this type of flow. Since most of the airstream in
the lower layers flows round the sides, one must expect great horizontal deflections in the streamlines near the foot of the obstacle while in the higher
levels the deflections are mostly in the vertical directions. The low-level
streamlines diverge on the windward side of the hill and return to their original position in the lee of the obstacle. The lower diagram shows three zones
where the low-level streamlines converge : to the right and left of the front
side, and directly to the lee of the obstacle. These are regions where the
vertical component of the wind is upwards. The most marked low-level convergence of the streamlines occurs directly behind the hill causing the air to
flow up the lee slope. This is sometimes attested by cloud patches ascending
the lee slope of isolated hills while the windward slope remains clear. The
clouds which are sometimes seen streaming away downwind from mountain peaks*
can also be explained on the basis of the convergence caused by the air encircling the peak. (Plate 7)**
The reversal of the surface wind to the lee of isolated peaks or short
ridges is accompanied by the formation of a large eddy and the type of flow
is similar to the "standing eddy streaming" of ~orchtgott's class ification
(see section 5.3). In this case, however, the eddy is three dimensional since
*
~*

This phenomenon is known as "smoking mountain".
Opposite page 5.
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the air flowing up the slope has come round the sides. The existence of the
eddy causes the greatest upward deflection of the streamlines to be displaced
downstream from the summit. Thus banner clouds are seen downstream from hill
crests. Similarly, the example described by Loewe and Radok (1955) of an orographic cloud over Heard Island, shows it displaced to the lee.
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Side view and ground plan of the streamlines

over a conical

hill. The lower diagram shows the flow in the level Ha". Upand down-components are denoted by + and - respectively.

(After

~6rchtgott,

1951)

Although the picture presented by Forchtgott appears to fit in well
with observations such as those mentioned above, V~re are undoubtedly frequent
occasions when the windflow in the vicinity of mountain peaks is materially
different. For instance orographic clouds sometimes have the form of a symmetrical collar surrounding the mountain or of a cap covering the peak (Plate 8).*
The occurrence of these clouds cannot be explained in terms of the picture described by ~orchtgott.

*

Opposite page 5.
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The flow of air around the side of a short ridge or an isolated peak,
by reducing the effect of the mountain on the vertical deformation of the airstream makes the development of waves less likely than in the case of long
ridges. Toe occurrence of waves is however possible; but such waves would in
general have a relatively small amplitude and would die away downstream much
more rapidly than waves generated by an extended ridge. In a recent theoretical study, Scorer and Wilkinson (1956) have shown that the lee wave pattern
produced by an isolated hill is very similar to that produced by a ship, the
waves being confined within a wedge-shaped region. If the hill is oval in
shape and its major axis lies across the airstream, an appreciable wave
system is produced; the waves will however be greatly reduced in amplitude if
the major axis of the hill is more than 30° from the normal to the airstream.
In Plate 8, the lenticular cloud seen near the top is most probably
located in the crest of a standing wave formed to the lee of the volcano.

9.

APPLICATION TO AVIATION FORECASTING

The important effects of mountain waves on the performance and safety
of aircraft, summarized in section 3, make it important for the pilot to know
beforehand whether he is likely to encounter waves of any consequence during
his flight. Information to this effect by the briefing forecaster would therefore be most valuable.
9.1

Observing and reporting orographic clouds

In attempting to supply this information, the forecaster would be
greatly helped by careful reports of clouds which are typical of mountain
waves (see section 2), and it would be advantageous for meteorological services to encourage and train their observers to detect and report such clouds.
Provision for reporting orographic clouds
Code would also be useful.
9.2

in the International Cloud

Reports by pilots

In-flight and terminal reports by aircraft pilots would also constitute
a helpful source of information to the briefing forecaster. To date, reports
of this nature have been made mostly on the initiative of pilots who have a
special interest in the subject or because they had a specific experience
which was sufficiently notable to report. Pilots unaware of wave effects or
not actually watching for them may not notice mild standing waves because of
the usually smooth flying conditions in these waves, and gentle height fluctuations might be ascribed to instability of trim or to the movement of passengers in the cabin.
Pilots should therefore be encouraged to spot and report waves and orographic clouds during their flight. Even mild waves should be reported since
these waves may intensify by a foreseeable development in the synoptic situation
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or as a result of the usual diurnal variations in the lower layers of the airmass D
9.3

Application of theoretical and observational results

Useful as the reports from observers and pilots may be, the forecaster
must ultimately rely to a great extent on his own analysis of the situation
and on the application of the observational and, theoretical results summarized
in the previous sections.
9.3.1

rb~_!!~~!!b~~9_~f_~!~~!f!~~~!_~~~~~

The first thing to determine is whether standing waves are possible in
the airstream under consideration. This point can be decided by considering
the profile of 12 which must decrease with height if waves are to be at all
possible. Theoretically this condition is achieved either by a decrease of
stability or an increase of wind with height. Analysis of numerous cases of
waves has however revealed that there is both a substantial increase of wind
and a decrease of stability with height whenever waves are observed.
In practice most situations favourable for wave development can be
identified by inspection of a representative radiosonde ascent in the undisturbed current, without the necessity for computing the profile of 12 • Examples* of such ascents made at Stornoway and Liverpool on 11 March 1953 are
given in FigureslO a and b, in which the marked stability between 900 and
800 mb and the substantial increase of wind with height stand out clearly.
The computed profiles of 12 are shown for comparison in Figures 11 a and b
and reveal, as would be expected, pronounced maxima of 12 around 800-900 mb
with much smaller values higher up.
Confirmation that the airstream sampled by the above two soundings was
favourable for waves was provided by an aircraft flying in the same air mass
over the Lake District at a mean height of about 1 700 m on the morning of
the same day, which passed through about 6 smooth waves giving up and down
currents of about 3.5 m/sec.
In marked contrast with the soundings of Figure 10, is that made at
Aldergrove on 4 April 1954 (Figure 12 a), in which the wind speed decreases
with height between 800 and 650 mb, and which features no deep stable layer
in the lower troposphere. Clearly, one would not expect 12 to decrease with
height - a conclusion which is confirmed by inspection of the computed profile of 12 shown in Figure 12 b. No waves were observed in the airstream
sampled by this sounding.
Between the two extremes illustrated above, there will be occasions
when it will not be possible to decide from an inspection of the upper-air
data whether or not the parameter 12 decreases with height. In such cases it
may be helpful to calculate 12 for various levels and thus find out how this
*

All the examples given in this section are taken from an unpublished
paper by G.A. Corby (1957 b).
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Figure 10 a

Figure 10 b

Figure

10

Radiosonde ascent at (a) Stornoway on 11 March 1953, 0300 hand
(b) Liverpool on the same day at 1500~h. (After Corby, 1957 b; reproduced by permission of the Controller, Her Majesty· s Stationery Office)
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parameter varies with height. A convenient method for performing the computations is given in the Appendix to the present Technical Note.
2
If by applying the 1 criterion, the airmass is found to be capable of
containing standing waves, the next step would be to determine whether waves
are likely to occur to the lee of mountains along the air route. The synoptic
situation must be studied to find out whether the wind is expected to blow
from a direction approximately normal to the mountain ridges along the route
with a speed exceeding the minimum speed appropriate to the ridges. In addition, factors such as the probability of flow separation should also be taken
into consideration.
It should be noted that, from the viewpoint of aviation, waves are important only inasmuch as they affect the performance and safety of aircraft.
It is therefore necessary to attempt to determine whether any waves which are
expected to occur would be vigorous enough to be of importance to aircraft. In
doing so, the following factors should be taken into consideration :
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Figure 12 a
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(a) Radiosonde observation at A1dergrove on 4 April 1954 at
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Corby, 1957 b; reproduced by permission of the Controller,
Her Majesty1s Stationery Office)
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Scale of terrain

As is indicated in paragraph 6.4.2.1, waves of large amplitudes require
that the natural wavelength of the airstream should be in harmony with the
scale of terrain. If the forecaster therefore wishes to assess the magnitude
of the wave effects associated with a particular ridge, he should consider its
size in relation to the wavelength appropriate to the airstream. Unfortunately
it would not be practicable to do so quantitatively on a daily basis. However,
both theory and observations indicate that the larger the mountain the stronger
the winds necessary to produce maximum effect. To determine the wind speed associated with optimum wave conditions over a particular locality requires careful observations over a fairly long period. But the critical minimum value
which the wind speed at mountain-top level must attain before waves of any importance are observed, has already been determined for a number of localities
and appears to have a fairly narrow range which is bracketed between about 8
and 13 m/sec.
It is of course more important for a forecaster to recognize situations
glVlng rise to powerful waves than those in which only minor waves will occur.
The largest waves will be generated by the largest mountains when there are
strong winds. It is useful to remember in this connexion that for a given amplitude and wavelength, the vertical currents associated with waves will be
larger the higher the wind speed blowing through them.
9.3.1.2

!~~_EE~~~~~~_~f_l~!_~!E~~~~

The presence of a jet stream with its high wind speeds and strong vertical wind shear is an important factor in the occurrence of powerful waves
particularly in the lee of large mountains such as the Rockies. All the nine
cases of strong waves over Denver studied by Harrison (1956) occurred when a
jet stream was present aloft with its axis either directly above the station
or a short distance away.
Of course the presence of a jet stream is not essential for the generation of waves by small individual ridges. But sometimes a series of such ridges
is so arranged that the overall scale of the terrain as a whole is equivalent
to that of a very large ridge. In such cases,the presence of a jet stream may,
under favourable conditions, be conducive to the formation of a powerful wave
system of long wavelength in the upper levels above the shorter waves generated by the individual ridges.
9.3.1.3 !EE~2~~~E_!~E~2E~E~Y
As is often the case, mountainous terrain is composed of a series of
individual hills or ridges. Disturbances generated by each of these individual
features will be superposed on the wave train set up by features upstream. This
often results in a complicated pattern in which there is no regular sequence
of lifts and sinks. Sometimes the disturbance immediately above a ridge may be
in phase with the lee waves from other hills upstream and may result in a
large single wave in the vicinity.

In general the result of the superposition of the successive waves is not
foreseeable, but long experience in a given locality may enable the forecaster
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to associate peculiar wave features with certain conditions
air-mass characteristics.
9.3.1.4

of wind speed and

~~~~~~~~_~Y~SE!~S_SS~~~!~£~~

In attempting to forecast wave effects, the forecaster should of course
consider not only the state of the atmosphere as indicated by the available
upper-air ascents but must also attempt to predict those changes in the airstreams which may have an effect on the likelihood and intensity of waves. For
example, given an airmass which satisfies the stability requirements but which
does not contain waves because the wind blows more or less parallel to the
mountain ridge, a predictable change of wind direction in the right sense
should be taken into consideration when formulating a forecast concerning wave
effects.
Marked variations in the probability of waves is also associated with
the approach and passage of fronts. For instance, an airmass well ahead of an
approaching cold front may have a nearly wet adiabatic lapse rate and a wind
profile which does not show a substantial increase of speed with height. The
probability of substantial waves occurring in this airmass is negligible. Behind the cold front, however, there would be a shallow layer of cold air with
the frontal layer appearing in the form on an inversion some distance above
the surface. Furthermore an increase of wind with height may be expected. In
this case, the forecaster may confidently forecast wave development immediately after the passage of a cold front over a hilly area. But as the front recedes and the cold air layer deepens, the frontal inversion will rise higher
and higher until ultimately there is a deep, cold, convectively mixed lower
layer which prevents the maintainance of smooth streamline flow and is thus
not likely to contain waves.
The approach of a warm front is similarly associated with marked variations in wave effects. In a computed example, Wallington (1953) has shown that
the amplitude reaches a maximum at about 900 km ahead of the front and starts
decreasing until it becomes negligible at about 800 km ahead of the front.
This initial set of waves has maximum amplitudes at two levels which are separated by a nodal surface. As the front continues to advance a new train of
waveS comes into play. These waves increase in wavelength towards the front
and are more pronounced between about 200 and 400 km ahead of the front.
Although the above example is to be regarded as a tentative model which
must be compared with experience, rather than a proven structure, it clearly
illustrates the variation of wave effects as the synoptic situation unfolds.
The above cases merely represent a few examples which serve to demonstrate the important effect of changing synoptic conditions on the occurrence
and strength of wave effect. It would of course be impracticable to attempt to
compile an exhaustive list of synoptic situations together with the successive
wave conditions associated with them. The forecaster, however, should in many
cases be able to predict variations in wave conditions from the expected variations in stability and wind conditions of the airstream.
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~~~~~~!_~~~_~~~~2~~!_~~E~~!!2~~

The diurnal changes which occur especially in the lower layers and their
effect on the likelihood and intensity of waves must also be taken into consideration when forecasting wave conditions. The radiational cooling which sets
in at dusk on clear days may be instrumental in the occurrence of waves during
the evening when this may not have been possible during the day owing to the
mixing of the lower layers of the atmosphere. This happens either because nocturnal cooling produces the requisite lower stable layer or, in the case of the
larger hills, by inducing katabatic winds, thereby impeding any separation
which may have prevailed during the hours of strong insolation.
The diurnal effect is an important one; it is however probable that
waves developing during the evening as a result of the stabilizing of the lowest layers generally have their greatest amplitude near the ground and weaken
rapidly upwards. They are therefore of importance only to low flying aircraft.
Forecasters should also be aware of the fact that there is a seasonal
variation in the frequency of wave effects. The greater tendency for low level
stability in winter airmasses and the greater frequency of situations with a
marked increase of wind with height would indicate more frequent wave effects
in the winter half of the year. Observations have shown that this is in fact
the case over the British Isles and the United States. A winter maximum does
not however seem to be universal. Observations by Larsson (1954) have shown
that the maximum frequency of waves generated by the Ovik Mountains in Sweden
occurred in March and April with a secondary maximum during September. and October. This may be due to the orientation of the mountain ridge in question
with respect to the direction of the prevailing wind in the different seasons.
In any case knowledge of the seasonal variations in wave effects for
the different localities would be useful in guiding the forecaster with regard to the importance which he should accord to the problem of waves in his
daily routine forecasts.
9.3.1.6

Q!h~~_~ff~s!~

Short period changes may be produced by factors other than the unfolding of the synoptic~tuation. For example, there are cases in which conditions
are so critical that even minor fluctuations in wind speed and temperature at
one level or another might be reflected in a corresponding establishment and
breakdown of waves. Although these fluctuations are not in general amenable
to prediction, an indication to a pilot of the uncertainty in these borderline
cases is useful.
Still another type of short period change is brought about when convective activity in the lower layers prevents streamline flow and impedes wave
formation. Assuming that other conditions for waves are satisfied, a shower or
a burst of instability rain with its accompanying strong downcurrents may force
the airstream to flow down the lee slope and induce waves which though shortlived may be quite intense. Once again it would be hard to time such an occurrence but the pilot should be warned of its possibility.
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After determining whether waves of important amplitudes are likely to
occur, an attempt should be made to provide the pilot with infurmation concerning the level at which the waves will have their maximum amplitude.
Such information would enable the pilot to decide whether to climb or descend should
he encounter troublesome waves. When the level of the maximum amplitude is
near the level of the mountain top, a knowledge of this would be useful in deciding on a safe flight level.
Theory indicates that the level of maximlli~ amplitude must be near the
level of maximum 12 • Since when waves occur this parameter has a marked maximum through some low or middle layer, the forecaster can safely predict that
the level of maximum amplitude will be somewhere in this layer, which in general coincides with the layer of greatest stability. The more pronounced the
stability, the closer to this layer does the maximum amplitude of the wave
tend to occur. In the case of a pronounced inversion the forecaster may confidently advise the pilot that waves will be strongest at the inversion level
and that they will decrease rapidly above that level.
Sometimes more than one wave system may prevail simultaneously at different levels. This happens when the vertical profile of 12 shows more than
one maximum. The wave systems associated with the different maxima will be
different because of the differences in wind speed at their respective levels.
In general the upper wave system will have the longer wavelength.
9.3.3

~~~~~~~!!~~_!~~~~!~~~~

It was seen in section 3.2 above that turbulence within a system of
standing lee-waves is most frequent and most severe in the standing eddies
under the wave crests at mountain-top level. This turbulence is especially
violent in waves generated by large mountains such as the Rockies. Whereas
"rotor turbulence" connected with lesser mountain ranges is much less severe
in general·it is almost always present to a greater or lesser extent. The degree of turbulence is of course greater the better developed the waves are,
and it should be possible for the experienced forecaster to give the pilot at
least a rough indication of the expected degree of turbulence in the rotor
cloud area in any given situation.
Forecasting the occurrence and degree of turbulence above the rotor
cloud level is much more difficult. The problem is related to that of forecasting clear air turbulence. During the last few years a number of papers
dealing with this problem has been published, but no decisive clue has yet
been found concerning the factors essential to its occurrence. Among the meteorological variables which have been variously considered as being of importance are low values ·of Richardson's number, vertical and horizontal wind
shear as well as combinations of variables such as the product of the horizontal wind speed and the vertical gradient of the wind shear. In a recent
study, Georgii (1956 b) suggests that if the temperature distribution in an
airstream containing waves becomes unstable, the waves lose their characteristics and turbulence sets in. This criterion appears to provide a satisfactory explanation for those cases when turbulence is known to occur
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simultaneously with a breakdown of the wave system and should prove of some
help to the forecaster. But it is doubtful whether the criterion is valid for
all occurrences of turbulence in standing waves above the rotor cloud level.
Inasmuch as mountain waves are often associated with jet streams, the
statistical results on the turbulence associated with' these currents may be
relevant to the question under discussion and may be of some value to the forecaster. Bannon (1951, 1952) has produced statistical evidence that turbulence
is concentrated on the low pressure s ide of the jet stream - some distance away
from the axis. In the sample studied, very few cases of turbulence were reported on the anticyclonic side and none near the jet stream axis. Jones (1954)
has obtained essentially the same results. Out of a sample of 147 cases of
heavy turbulence, 75 per cent were on the low pressure side of the jet stream
and 10 per cent on the lower half of the anticyclonic side. The' average distance of the turbulent areas from the jet axis towards the cyclonic side was
of the order of 100 - 150 km.
Predicting turbulence below the rotor cloud level can be approached by
adopting the same principles as those generally used in predicting turbulence
in 'the friction layer, since the processes which give rise to turbulence in
this layer operate over high ground too. Indeed there is reason to expect that
the larger scale of surface irregularities over montainous terrain should intensify the turbulence associated with such meteorological variables as strong
winds and instability near the surface.Corby (1957 b) puts forth the reasonable
suggestion that unless there are definite reasons to the contrary, it would be
best to predict that turbulence over high ground will be one degree higher on
the descriptive scale used than that expected over flat country. Thus if in a
strong unstable airstream moderate turbulence is expected generally in the
friction layer and in cumulus clouds the forecaster may appropriately add "but
locally severe over high ground", if the airroute passes over rugged montainous terrain. Similarly if severe turbulence is predicted generally, the forecaster may add "especially over high ground" when appropriate.
Situations in which turbulence may be more specifically associated with
high ground are those in which the air mass is potentially unstable. Forced
lifting of the air by a mountain ridge may release the instability and give
rise to thundery activity with its associated turbulence.

9.3.4

~~E~E~E!_~~~~~

We have seen (section 3.5) that stationary lee waves can aggravate aircraft icing both because of the vertical displacement they cause in the level
of the GOC isotherm and because of the higher liquid water content in clouds
formed in air which is forced to ascend a mountain ridge. Advice on the added
risk and seriousness of aircraft icing resulting from the above two factors
would be very useful in aviation forecasts.
Once the pattern of vertical motion is known, it is a straightforward
matter to assess its effect on the level of the OOC isotherm from a representative sounding in the undisturbed current. Since however the vertical motion in
mountain waves varies with height in a manner which cannot be determined in
practice, some realistic assumption with regard to this motion must be made.
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Corby (1957 b) suggests that a reasonable assumption is that the air at all
levels follows the shape of the ground. Thus for an airstream crossing a mountain 1 000 m high and containing stationary waves, it is assumed that the air
is lifted at all levels 1 000 m above its undisturbed level. The effect on the
level of the O°C isotherm may then be determined from a tephigram or other
aero logical diagram by assuming dry adiabatic cooling until saturation, and
wet adiabatic cooling above the condensation level. From Figure 6, it is seen
that the amplitude of the wave at 700 mb immediately to the lee of the Montagne
de Lure exceeds the height of the summit above the surrounding terrain and it
would seem that for this layer at least Corby's suggestion would result in an
underestimate of the effect of the waves on the level of theQC isotherm. However if the height of the highest ground including that of individual peaks is
used in applying the procedure, the result would probably be suitably compensated. In general, if the levels at which icing is expected, coincide with a
layer in which waves are likely to exist, the forecaster should predict worse
icing conditions than he would otherwise.
The effect on aircraft icing of the increased liqUid water content in
clouds formed over mountains cannot be determined with any precision. The best
that the forecaster can do is to give some qualitative estimates of this effect. Thus if a forecaster expects some degree of icing generally, he should
predict a greater probability or intensity over high ground.

10.

SOME SUGGESTED SAFEGUARDS FOR FLYING IN MOUNTAIN WAVES

The following flight rules are essentially those proposed by the United
States Weather Bureau (1955) when flying into an area of suspected wave conditions :
(a) If practicable, avoid flight into the wave area. Otherwise observe
the following precautions.
(b) Maintain a frequent watch on the altimeter especially at night or
when flying in cloud, and remember that the altitude indicated by a pressure
altimeter may be up to several hundred metres higher than the actual altitude
of the aircraft.
(c) Approach the mountain range at a 45 degree angle rather than directly, particularly when flying upwind, so that a quick turn can be made away
from the ridge if it suddenly appears dangerous to continue.
(d) In case of sustained loss of height when flying parallel toa ridg~
rising air will most probably be found by changing course so as to fly a few
miles towards or away from the high ground upwind. If however the aircraft is
so near the lee slope that the downcurrent is obviously caused by air flowing
down this slope, look for rising air further downstream.
(e) It is possible when flying into the wind to utilize updraft areas
to gain height. In particular look for rising currents upwind of the rotor
cloud and also of the lenticular clouds if they happen to be near flight level.

SOME SUGGESTED SAFEGUARDS FOR FLYING IN MOUNTAIN WAVES
Caution should however be exercised in employing this procedure
not always possible to pinpoint the updraft areas. .

since
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(f) Avoid flying into the rotor clouds; also avoid the lenticular clouds
when their edges are torn and irregular.
(g)

Avoid flying through a powerful wave on instruments.

(h) Because of strong downdrafts and turbulence, and the hazards of
instrument flight near mountain tops, avoid flying into a cap cloud, even if
it means turning back.
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Construction of the scale
It is assumed that in the equation
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where p, R, g, A and ¢ denote respectively the pressure, the appropriate gas
constant, the acceleration due to gravity, the reciprocal of the mechanical
equivalent of heat, and the entropy. From equations (4) and (5) we obtain

(6 )
and
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Hence a scale as shown in Figure 14 can be 'constructed in which angle
APB is 45° and temperature is indicated by an inverse-square scale of Absolute
Temperature along PA. The scale shown in Figure 14 is designed for the British
Meteorological Office Tephigram (F.2810 A, 1956 edition) and taking 10 cm to
represent 300 0 A. the distances from P in centimetres to given points on the
Celsius temperature scale are as follows :
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When g~ X 10- 2 is 100 hr- the distance- along PE on thfu particular scale
is 37.6 em. The g~ scale is linear so that the value 10 will be marked 3.67 em
along PB and units of g~ x 10-2 are 0.367 em apart.

Scales for other forms and units can be easily constructed
the appropriate conversion factors.
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Templet for calculating l~ For lIse on F 2810 A.
Not to scale. (After Corby, 1957 b; reproduced
by permission of the Controller, Her Majestyr s

The short straight line XY represents the lapse
rate at the point X. (After Wallington, 1953;
reproduced from Quart. J.R. Met. Soc., by permission of the Royal Meteorological Society)

Stationery Office)

Using the scale
2

For convenient computation of 1 the above scale is constructed on celluloid. To find the value of g~ at a particular level, say X of a given T - $
curve, the scale is laid on the tephigram so that PA is parallel to the dry
adiabatics with the appropriate temperature at X. The lapse rate in the vicinity of X is produced to intersect PE where the required value of g~ x 10-2 can
be read off directly. The method is illustrated in Figure 14. Dividing by U'
then yields the approximate value of 12 •
2
In practice it is generally sufficient to evaluate the mean value of 1
for 50 mb layers. In doing so, the following should be noted:
(a)

The mean lapse rate and mean wind speed over these layers
used in the computation.

should

be

(b)

In estimating the mean wind speed over a given layer,
the reported
speeds may be used only if the wind direction shows little change with

APPENDIX

(c)
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height up to, say, 500 mb. If the variation of direction is more than
about 30°, it would be necessary to use components of the wind in the
direction of the wind in the low levels above the friction layer.
2
The above scale is not suitable for computing 1
through a continuous
cloud layer. In such layers, however, 12 may be taken as zero unless
the lapse rate is considerably less than the saturated adiabatic.
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